
Introduction

When Britain’s wartime leader, Sir Winston
Leonard  Spencer Churchill said in 1934, “It
is a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an en-
igma.” he was not talking about Jacobsen’s
Organ – but he might just as well have been.
(He was in fact referring to Soviet Russia.) (1)

The vomeronasal organ has been a well iden-
tified anatomical landmark in both amphi-
bious and terrestrial animals for centuries
and there is no doubt among zoologists about
its function in amphibians, reptiles and most
mammals. Its rôle however (if any) in homo
sapiens remains uncertain. Recent interest
has implicated it in the perception of phero-
mones, but this is still controversial. Jacob-
sen himself believed it to be an atavistic
evolutionary remnant, but at the end of the
last century, there appeared to be definite
electrical evidence of function. The advent of
genetic coding however has now cast doubt
on this.

Frederik Ruysch

Ruysch was the most noted Dutch anatomist
and botanist of the seventeenth century (Fig. 1).
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1.Portrait of Ruysch by his son-in-law, Juriaen Pool. In ad-
dition to describing the vomeronasal organ, he also disco-
vered lymphatic valves, the central artery of the retina and
is thought to have made one of the first descriptions of the
malady now known Hirschprung’s disease.In 1685, he was
appointed as Professor of Botany to the Hortus Botanicus
Amsterdam.



He was born on the 23rd March 1638, in Den
Haag and died on 22nd February 1731 in Ams-
terdam at the grand old age of 93. Ruysch
was the first to describe lymphatic valves, the
central retinal artery, vomeronasal organ and
several pathological conditions, including
Hirschprung’s Disease(2) intracranial tera-
toma, enchondromatosis, and Majewski syn-
drome (3)

He was the son of Hendrik Ruysch, a Dutch
civil servant. Because of the early death of
Frederik’s father, he became an apprentice in
an apothecary’s shop while still a teenager.
Clearly a young man of initiative (and per-

haps a little foolhardiness!),
he opened his own shop in
Den Haag in 1661 and began
preparing drugs. The problem
was that he was not a fully ac-
credited member of the Apo-
thecaries’ Guild. He was
forced by the Town Authori-
ties to close the shop and com-
plete his unfinished
apprenticeship. He eventually
reopened it after he had been
admitted as a confrater of the
Guild on June 17, 1661. This
year was to prove an eventful
one for young Frederick: he
got married to Maria Post,
(the daughter of a wealthy ar-
chitect), and his new-found
wealth allowed him to enter
Leiden University to read Me-
dicine (4).

His teachers at Leiden inclu-
ded Franciscus Sylvius (1614-
1672) (Fig.2). He was also a
direct contemporary student
with Neils Stensen, the Dane.
Ruysch quickly qualified and
obtained his medical docto-
rate (with a thesis on pleuri-
tis) on July 28, 1664.
Ruysch’s main interest was
anatomy, for which he had
had a passion since his youth,
when he would ask grave dig-
gers to open graves so that he
could perform dissections. He
gained legitimate access to

human cadavers in 1667, when
he was appointed to the Praelec-

tor (head of anatomy) of the Guild of Sur-
geons of Amsterdam (Fig.3, p.225) A few years
later the gained the Examinership of Mid-
wives (Amsterdam), which appointment
meant that he could also get his hands on lots
of aborted foetuses and stillbirths. It is appa-
rent from the hundreds of embalmed young
bodies that Ruysch had a particular interest
in paediatric anatomy (Fig.4, p.225).

Part of Ruysch’s passion for anatomy was his
great love of embalming and he developed
many of his own his own embalming fluids.
He prepared thousands of embalmed anato-
mical specimens, which he displayed to the
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2. Franciscus Sylvius. Ruysch’s teacher at Leiden, born Franz de le Boë, was
Ruysch's teacher. He was commonly falsely cited as the inventor of gin.
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3. The Anatomical Lesson of Professor Frederik  Ruysch, by Adriaen Backer 1670. Amster-
dam Museum. Ruysch was appointed Praelector (Chief of Anatomy) to the Surgeons’ Guild
of Amsterdam in 1666. In this group portrait, he is wearing the big black hat. This is evi-
dently why Gunter von Hagens, the contemporary anatomist wears a similar black fedora.

4. The Anatomical Lesson of Professor Frederik Ruysch, by Jan van Neck, 1683.Amsterdam
Museum. Here (as in the famous Rembrandt group portrait of Dr Tulp’s Anatomy Lesson)
the demonstrator is wearing a big black hat. He is demonstrating the umbilical cord of a
stillborn infant whilst his 10 year old son Hendrik (who followed in his father’s footsteps, as-
sisting in the preparations and qualifying as a physician in 1696) holds a child’s skeleton.



public in his “Cabinet.” (Fig. 5-6) This was a
collection of specimens housed in a three sto-
rey house on Amsterdam’s Bloemgracht (Flo-
wer Canal). They were acknowledged as one
of Europe’s most famous anatomical collec-
tions (5) Many other contemporary Dutch ana-
tomists would keep their own personal
anatomical collections, but Ruysch’s were not
only meant for the inspection of medical stu-
dents and colleagues; they were open to the
general public on two days of every week. By
doing this, Ruysch is thought to have had two
definite intentions; firstly a genuine wish to
educate the commonalty and secondly to
show his own artistic brilliance using the
beauty of nature. We think it important to re-
member that he (and we must assume his au-
diences) did not find these babies in bottles
of fluid in any way macabre; they were seen

as both educational and as works of aesthetic
beauty. His daughter, Rachel (a celebrated
Dutch artist) helped him with his prepara-
tions.

Ruysch was particularly proud of his embal-
ming skills. He had become famous for his
meticulous technique of post mortem vascu-
lar injections and had developed his own se-
cret embalming balsam, the formula of which
is still unknown. Some Dutch historians (6)

aver that it contained clotted bulls’ blood,
Berlin blue and orange mercury oxide which
gave the specimens their rosy pinkness, whe-
reas others (7) believe that the pigment was
from cinnabar, a naturally occurring red co-
loured mineral (mercuric sulphide). The in-
jected fluid gave his specimens, especially the
ones of foetuses and infants, a reddish, al-
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5. Decorative arrangement of foetal skeletons with bones, blood vessels and vascular tissue.
One disarticulated and two intact skeletons are shown, both weeping into pieces of  mesen-
tery. Ruysch’s best known artistic creations are these tableaux non vivant which he fa-
shioned around preserved foetal skeletons adorned with  urinary and biliary calculi, insects,
pearls, casts of blood vessels and lymphatics, and various other small natural elements. They
were brilliant examples of anatomy but also memento mori reminding the viewer of the tran-
sience of life and also vanitas mundi (the vanity of the world). Engravings by Cornelius Huy-
berts of these tableaux  appeared as large fold-out pages in Thesaurus anatomicus and Opera
omnia. Sadly and indeed ironically, none of these complex creations have survived the rava-
ges of time themselves.



most life-like ap-
pearance. An inte-
resting recent
Brazilian paper has
compared Ruysch
with the contempo-
rary anatomist and
artist Gunther von
Hagens (8). They
are both passionate
embalmers and
have each develo-
ped their own per-
sonal and highly
successful method
of embalming.
More than this –
during their life-
times, they have
both brought ana-
tomy to life and rai-
sed it to a definite
art form – Ruysch
with his Cabinet of
Curiosities and von
Hagens with his
Body Works exhibi-
tion.

Ruysch had many
of the most impor-
tant international
academic and poli-
tical figures of the
day visit his rooms,
but perhaps the
most distinguished
visitor was Peter
the Great, the
twenty-five year
old Tsar of Russia
(Fig. 7). Petr
Alexeyevich Roma-
nov first visited in
1697 and there
were unsubstantia-
ted rumours that
he fell in love with
a beautiful embal-
med woman (who
was so realistic
that she appeared
to be sleeping)! It is
recorded however
that Ruysch, a ge-
nerous teacher,
gave Peter instruc-
tion in anatomy
and allowed him to
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6. This intact tableau was found in Paris and is thought to be one of the remaining complete dry creations of
Ruysch.

7. Peter the Great. Shortly after taking power, Peter left Mos-
cow and began an eighteen-month tour of western Europe.
While studying shipbuilding in Amsterdam, he met Dutch
scientists including Anton van Leeuwenhoek, Herman Boer-
haave and Frederik Ruysch. He was particularly fascinated
with Ruysch’s collection of preserved anatomical specimens
and spent many hours examining them, before eventually buy-
ing them.



attend his lectures (9) The Tsar was very inte-
rested in Science and certainly enamoured of
Ruysch’s “Cabinet of Curiosities” and when
it came up for sale in 1717, he bought it for
30,000 guilders. There are many rumours
about details of the transaction but it is
thought that the deal included the secret of
the liquor. After the sale, Ruysch refused to
help when everything had to be packed and
labelled and the work took Albert Seba (a
pharmacist from whom the Tsar had also
bought a collection of insects) (10) more than
a month. The Great Nordic War the following
year further delayed the shipping which was
divided between two ships. The collection
eventually arrived in St Petersburg safe and
sound and rumours about the sailors drin-
king the alcohol, are definitely untrue.

On arrival Ruysch “repository of curiosities”
was first housed in the Kikin Palace, but in
1725 the purpose built Kunstkamera (where
it still exists) was completed on the North
bank of the River Neva (Fig. 8) near the city
centre (11). Of the original 2,000 dry and wet
embalmed specimens of Ruysch, many of the
dry specimens have perished, but in all there
are still 916 still remaining (mostly in fluid)
(12). In 2003 a joint project by the Russian
Kunstkamera and Leiden University restored
some of the collection and “topped up” the
jars (Fig. 9) with fresh preservative (albeit
ethyl alcohol, without either cinnabar or
bulls’ blood!) (13). (They have made an new ca-
talogue which is available online at
http://www.kunstkamera.ru/kunst-cata-
logue/index.seam?c=RUYSH).
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8. Kunstkamera, (Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnology) The present
home of the remaining specimens from Ruysch’s collection on the north bank of the River
Neva, St Petersburg.

9. Recently restored jar containing a five-
month-old foetus with lace cap and piece of
injected placenta from the shelves of the
Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology
and Ethnography (Kunstkamera) in St Pe-
tersburg.
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10. Image extracted from Ruysch’s Thesaurus Animalium, (between 1701 and 1728).

10-11. Ruysch also pu-
blished images of speci-
mens in Opera 
omnia anatomicomedico-
chirurgica (1721).



Luckily for posterity, Ruysch was meticulous
in his descriptions and made a twelve volume
catalogue embellished with beautiful engra-
vings. He published images of specimens in
Thesaurus anatomicus, (between 1701 and
1728) (Fig. 10-11, p.229), and Opera omnia ana-
tomicomedico-chirurgica (1721) (12).

It is in the third volume of his Anatomical
Treasury  (14) that we first learn of the vome-
ronasal organ. (Fig. 13) Ruysch himself says
that: It appears on the anterior and inferior
parts of the septum just above the palate, ap-
pearing laterally with its own duct. He goes
on to remark about the finding, that I have

read nothing among (other) authors about its
function or existence. He adds, I deduce that
it exists for the secretion of mucus. Ruysch
also includes an engraving (15) in which hairs
are inserted into the canals on both sides of
the septum. It is pertinent to add that Ruysch
states that he is describing the nasal septum
of an infant and indeed adds that it is totally
cartilaginous. There have been more than
one erroneous publications about Ruysch’s
engraving, stating that it is from an adult.
One such states, A Dutch military surgeon
(presumably referring to Jacobsen) first des-
cribed the structure in 1703 in a soldier with
a facial wound. (16)

Frederik Ruysch was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society in 1715.

A very similar image to the one published by
Ruysch in 1703 appeared in 1809 (17) in an

monograph on the human olfactory organ by
the Prussian, Samuel Thomas von Sömme-
ring (Fig.14). Although the figure has survived
(in a paper by Pearling in 1934) (18), the text
of his thesis is sadly lost.

Ludwig Jacobsen

Ludwig Lewin Jacobsen was born in Copen-
hagen to a Jewish family (his father was
Royal Jeweller to the Court of King Frede-
rick). He had three great interests in life: Mi-
litary and Veterinary Surgery and
Comparative Anatomy. He received his early
education at the German Lyceum in Stock-
holm, but returned to Copenhagen to study
medicine. He graduated in 1804, and was ap-
pointed at his alma mater (surgical academy)
as assistant surgeon in 1806. From 1807 to
1810 he was employed as tutor at Den Kon-
gelige Veterinær og Landbohòjskole (the
Royal Veterinary and Agricultural High
School) in Copenhagen. 
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13. An engraving from the third volume of Thesaurus Ani-
malium (1703) showing the first known description of Jacob-
sen’s organ. The specimen is a dissected nasal septum of a
two year old child. The anterior is to the right. The two
hairs (D) are in the bony vomeronasal duct (E). This speci-
men might still exist somewhere in the Kunstkamera.

14. Thomas Samuel von Sömmering was born in
Turun, Prussia (now Poland) in 1774. He qualified
in Medicine in Göttingen and discovered the retinal
macula. In addition to his contributions to Neuro-
anatomy, he also invented an astronomical telescope
and a form of electrical telegraph.



His work there was interrupted by the on-
going squabbles between Napoleon and Wel-
lington. In 1807, the British needed Denmark
on-side to prevent Bonaparte from compro-
mising their Baltic trade routes. The Danes
wouldn’t play ball and wanted to remain neu-
tral but time was crucial, because it was au-
tumn and the Russian fleet was at the time
snowed in. Britain had to take a firm hand
and Wellington advised immediate attack on
the Danish capital because of its critical stra-
tegic geographical position. Britain of course
crushed the small Danish forces who had
been left under control of a geriatric General.
Much of the city was destroyed and the whole
Danish fleet was confiscated by the United
Kingdom. (This gave rise to the term Copen-
hagenised.) During this Second Battle of Co-
penhagen, Jacobsen worked tirelessly in the
lazaretto of the Freemasons’ Lodge as a mili-
tary surgeon. After capitulation, he requested
and obtained permission to inspect the Bri-
tish field-hospitals, of which he later (1809)
published an interesting account in the Bi-
bliothek for Læger. This was one of only two
learned articles which he wrote during his li-
fetime.

Later in that year he presented his discovery
of the vomeronasal organ to the Danish Kon-
gelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab (Royal
Academy of Science and Letters). It was en-
titled An Anatomical description of a New
Organ in the nose of domesticated animals
and was a detailed account about the compa-
rative anatomy of the organ in animals (in-
cluding amazingly tigers, and camels). For
this he was awarded the Academy’s Silver
Cross, but perhaps more importantly he gai-
ned the patronage of the king of Denmark,
King Frederik VI, from whom he received a
royal scholarship to travel to France and Ger-
many. Ludwig seized on this opportunity to
visit Paris and study with Baron François
Georges Cuvier (Fig. 15), the great compara-
tive anatomist, whom he described as his spi-
ritual father (19).

It is hard not to assume that Jacobsen discus-
sed his original discovery with Cuvier and the
likelihood is that Cuvier urged Jacobsen to
publish his findings. The reality however is
that in 1811 the Frenchman published a
paper himself about Jacobsen’s new “organ”
(Cuvier, 1811) and it is this article, Descrip-
tion anatomique d’un organ observé dans les
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15. Whilst in Paris Jacobsen studied with the great
comparative anatomist, Baron Francois Georges Cu-
vier, whom he referred to as his spiritual father.

16, 17 above and 18, p.232 
Jacobsen’s engravings of vomeronasal organ in a horse.



mammifières (20) which was for many years
referred to as ‘Jacobsen 1811.’ To be fair to
Cuvier, he did not plagiarise and gave full and
due attribution to his student. In fact it is a
pale shadow of the thesis which Jacobsen
eventually got around to producing a couple
of years later. Jacobsen’s seminal work (Fig.16-
18), published in 1813 was printed in Gothic
script and in Danish and remained almost
unknown. In 1950 it was translated into
French by Danish scholars, but only 150 co-
pies of that version were made and it was
mainly unacknowledged. This was the article
discovered in the library of the Agricultural
University of Copenhagen and translated in
1998 by two Europeans, Trotier and Døving.
They praised this original paper: The fact that
a richly innervated organ was hidden in the
nasal septum of mammals and had escaped
the attention of a great many anatomists was
naturally a surprise to many and a source of
envy to other contemporary anatomists. The
thoroughness of his anatomical observations,
and the many reflections that Jacobsen made
on the function of the organ, are pertinent
even for the scientist of today. In addition, he
made a series of observations on the anatomy
of the vomeronasal organ that have escaped
the attention of later authors. Subsequent in-
vestigators sometimes have not even realized
that Jacobsen had previously described va-
rious structures, such as the relationship bet-
ween the organ and the accessory 

olfactory bulb (19). A very important point in
this seminal paper however and one which is
worthy of emphasis is that in his description
of the vomeronasal organ, Ludwig Jacobsen
(unlike Ruysch and von Sömmering) des-
cribes it in mammals other than humans. In-
deed he specifically states this on two
occasions saying that, it is most developed in
the rodents, next in the ruminants. The carni-
vores have less, and in the monkeys it becomes
so small that we are prepared to see it vanish
completely in man; and further, that humans,
who possess a very well developed sense of
taste, have only a rudiment of the organ. (19,21)

At the end of that same year however, King
Frederick of Denmark, who was on good
terms with Jacobsen, asked him to join the
French Army to learn more about Military
medical organisation. Ludwig dutifully
obeyed and in October 1813, joined with Na-
poleon’s famous army surgeon, Dominique
Jean Larrey, in Leipzig to engage with the
Russians. The Battle of Leipzig was a disaster
for the French however and during their at-
tempted retreat, a French corporal blew up
the bridge which was their only means of es-
cape. Ludwig was cut off with hundreds of
French troops. He was badly beaten up by the
Cossacks who stole everything from him in-
cluding his uniform. He was left for dead,
caught a fever and hospitalised himself in the
allies’ field hospital in Leipzig. On his reco-
very, he was recognised “as a scientist” and
promoted to surgeon to the Hanoverian
League. Ironically therefore, he started the
Battle on the Napoleonic side and finished on
the British!

He returned to Copenhagen in 1814 and that
same year received an honorary doctorate
from Kiel University. (Two years later the
same university conferred upon him the title
of professor.) He made a number of anatomi-
cal observations, including electroreceptors
in rays and salt glands in birds. He also in-
vented a surgical instrument for the crushing
of bladder stones (the lithotrite of Jacobsen).
Jacobsen received many honours during his
lifetime. He was awarded the Monthyon
prizes (4,000 francs) by the Académie de
Sciences in 1833, who had previously honou-
red him with a gold medal for his work on the
renal venous system in birds and reptiles. In
1836 he was elected as an honorary member
of the Royal Danish Medical Society. In 1829,
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16, 17 (p.231), 18 Jacobsen’s engravings of vomerona-
sal organ in a horse.



he was created a Knight of the Danebroge
and he received the Silver Cross of the same
order in 1836. In 1840, he was elected a fo-
reign member of the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences.

He did suffer from antisemitism during his li-
fetime. He was appointed as a professor by
King Frederik, but this was opposed by the
University of Copenhagen because of his Je-
wish faith. Evidently the University agreed
to his appointment on the condition that he
embrace Christianity, but he refused to aban-
don the faith of his fathers (22). His religious
belief also prevented also him attending the
first meeting of natural scientists in Oslo in
1822; at that time an edict (which remained
in force until 1840) forbade Jews from visi-
ting Norway. He died in Copenhagen of ty-
phoid fever in 1843.

Further Interest

In 1845, Louis-Pierre Gratiolet (Fig. 19) publi-
shed his extensive research on the mamma-
lian vomeronasal organ. Although his
doctoral thesis (23) mentioned Steno’s canal in
humans (Stensen’s naso-palatine bony canal
through the incisive foramen behind the in-
cisor teeth in the hard palate), any direct re-
ference to the human vomeronasal organ is
missing. There are four plates of illustrations,
none of which pertain to homo sapiens. 

Charles Darwin in his “Origin of the Species”
had stated in 1859 as one of his arguments
for evolution of the species that “ontogeny re-
capitulates phylogeny” (24) and perhaps with
this in mind, Emil Dursy looked in human
embryos from 8-20 cm long and reported that
he had found a small blind sac emptying into
the nasal cavity in the lower frontal end of
the nasal septum. He interpreted this as the
homologue of Jacobson’s organ which occurs
in other mammals.

The Swiss, Rudolf Albert von Kölliker (Fig. 20)
was the first to describe the vomeronasal
organ in adult humans. Indeed some non-cli-
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19. Louis-Pierre Gratiolet, Professor of Zoology from Paris
did his doctoral thesis on Jacobsen’s organ. He mentions
the nasopalatine canal in humans, but makes no further
reference to our species. There are four plates of fine illus-
trations, none of which are of homo sapiens.

20. The Swiss, Rudolf Albert Kölliker was the first to des-
cribe Jacobsen’s organ in adult humans. He discussed its
possible functions, but concluded it to be an atavistic un-
developed embryonic feature “like the breast gland in
man.”



nical researchers have even suggested that it
should more logically be named after him.(25)

In 1877, he wrote about its existence and
even published some illustrations of its histo-
logy. He wrote an interesting account of the
possible functions of the organ, pointing out
that it is unlikely to be merely a source of ac-
cessory mucus for the snout (or nose) (as sug-
gested by Jacobsen) in view of the extremely
rich efferent innervation to the nasopalatine
nerve and the similarly abundant vascular
supply. He added that it is also unlikely to to
have the purpose to take air and olfactory ma-
terials from oral cavity through Stensen’s pas-
sage and thereby to distinguish harmful from
harmless food products (Cuvier’s suggestion)
when one further thinks that the organ in
question is enveloped by a rigid capsule and
closed behind. (26) He did not consider that it
can be safely assumed that it has any sensory
function and so enable the organisms to so-
mewhat directly obtain knowledge of chemical
composition of their own secretions. In conclu-
sion, he considers it to be an atavistic unde-
veloped embryonic feature rather than
functional. He likens it to the vermiform ap-
pendix and ends his paper by comparing it to
the breast gland in man.

The French surgeon, Mon-
sieur Potiquet clearly caught
an impulse from von Kölli-
ker’s paper and in 1891 pu-
blished an interesting
monograph (27) extrapolating
the comparison von Kölliker
had made with the vermi-
form appendix.(Fig 21) Poti-
quet pointed out that in man
the appendix might well be
an atavistic remnant but is
nonetheless important in
surgical pathology, attracting
as it does troublesome and
not infrequent (and possibly
lethal) inflammation. He
proposes that the function-
less Jacobsen’s organ pro-
vides a similar nidus for
pathological processes and
chronic granulomata and
puts forward the interesting
suggestion that this is why
perforations of the nasal sep-
tum usually occur at a
constant site corresponding
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21. Potiquet included this fine illustration in his French article (1891). He sug-
gested that the canal provided a nidus for infection and that this was why septal
ulceration occurs at this constant point on the septum.

22. Wilhelm His of Basel. In His’s attempts to stop
everyone from calling the structure, Jacobsen’s
organ, he very satisfactorily succeeded in getting pos-
terity to spell the eponymous name wrongly – Jacob-
son rather than Jacobsen !



to the vomeronasal canal. It is perhaps ironic
that he cites syphilis as his example.

Every now and again, non-clinical anatomists
have international conferences the sole pur-
pose of which is to alter the time honoured
names of things. One has to believe that the
motivation is not merely to confuse working
surgeons, but to bring more logic to their spe-
cialty. They clearly do not like eponymous
names and consider them highly illogical. Not
surprisingly therefore, Jacobsen’s organ
came under their attack as early as 1895. The
Anatomische Gesellschaft was founded in
1887 and at the ninth meeting of the Society
in Basel, it deemed that the organ of Jacob-
sen should be called: ‘organon vomeronasale
(Jacobsoni)’ (28). This was proposed by Wil-
helm His (Fig. 22). It is ironic that although
over a hundred years after his logical sugges-
tion, many people (some might suggest the
majority of rhinologists) still call the struc-
ture Jacobson’s organ, they now spell Lud-
wig’s name in a way that it would never have
been spelt during his lifetime in his native
Denmark. Your authors believe that this spel-
ling error is is wholly and exclusively due to
His’s attempt to render it Latin, as in orga-
non vomeronasale (Jacobsoni).

Robert Broom

The chap who probably first understood what
Jacobsen’s organ was all about was a man
described as one of the most charismatic fi-
gures in Victorian science (29) the Scottish ge-
nius, Robert Broom (Fig. 23-24). He started
life as the son from a poor family who became
an obstetrician in Paisley, but he used his me-
dical qualification to support his world tra-
vels pursuing his passion in life,
palaeontology.  In 1897 he settled in South
Africa, where he did pioneer work on human
evolution and discovered the most complete
exemplar of an australopithecine skull. 

He went back to Glasgow to defend his DSc
thesis On the Comparative Anatomy of Jacob-
son’s Organ in which he presented work done
in Australia and Africa with illustrations of
the vomeronasal organs in 39 creatures inclu-
ding not only mammals, but marsupials, bats,
whales and armadillos. “It would seem” aver-
red Broom, “that the organ of Jacobson is the
organ of the body which is least liable to be-

come altered by change of habit. I can almost
identify an animal by examining this organ
and often tell of its affinities.”

Amphibians have a dual olfactory system, a
phylogenetically older system for chemical
perception underwater and a more advanced
one for use in air. In evolutionary terms, Ja-
cobsen’s organ is thought to have developed
from the older one. A good example is found
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23. Robert Broom was the man who first properly un-
derstood the function of Jacobsen’s organ. He was a
Scottish obstetrician who emigrated to South Africa to
take up his great passion in life - reptile palaeontology.
He was however a great pioneer in human evolution
and discovered one of the most complete australopithe-
cine skulls.
24. The Republic of South Africa honoured their adop-
tive son by this commemorative stamp showing Broom
with “Mrs. Pies” the name for the Australopithecus.



in the flicking olfactory forked tongue of
ground snakes, which represents a persis-
tence of the older (former underwater) sys-
tem. The tongue is now used to explore the
ground for non-volatile substances. When it
is retracted into the mouth, the tips of the
two tongue forks rest in the two pits on the
roof of the snake’s mouth (Jacobsen’s organ).
This is connected by a nerve to the accessory
olfactory bulb. The incisive foramen in the
primate bony palate represents these two
pits. The olfactory nerve and area in the roof
of the nose (let’s call it the advanced system)
is completely distinct. So we are left with two
systems, neither of which in truth are very
well understood. The upper advanced system
is at least perceived even if there is no cortical
representation. The lower system (associated
with Jacobsen’s organ) is thought to be not
so much an olfactory link to consciousness,
but rather a chemical clearing house for su-
bliminal chemical stimuli.

Pheromones and Dissent

In 1939, Adolf Butenandt (Fig. 25) was offered
the Nobel prize for Chemistry for his Work on
Sex Hormones. At this time he refused the
award: he was a patriotic German (and had

signed the Loyalty Oath of German Profes-
sors to the National Socialist State). Adolf
Hitler however, had been angered that the
prestigious prize had been awarded to his
outspoken critic Carl von Ossietzky in 1935
and had banned all loyal Germans from ac-
cepting the award. Butenandt therefore tur-
ned to other research during the war. He
applied for government funding on research
designated as kriegswichtig (important for
the war), some of which focused on military
projects like the improvement of oxygen up-
take for high-altitude bomber pilots. (30)

After the Second World War however, he ac-
cepted his Nobel Prize and in 1959 went on
to isolate the first pheromone (31). He called it
bombykol, because he had discovered it as an
attractant in silkworms (Bombyx mori). This
was so powerful that if any one female moth
were to release all of her store in a single
spray, there would be enough to bring a tril-
lion males to her side.(32) That same year the
term pheromone was coined(33) to distinguish
this new breed of chemical messenger (to
others) from hormones which were chemical
messengers to oneself.

Although it was assumed that the uptake of
pheromones in mammals (including humans)
might be associated with Jacobsen’s organ,
there was at that time no hard evidence to
support this supposition.

The next chapter in this strange history
began when David Berliner (a commercial
biochemist) was working on the biochemical
constituents of human skin in Utah (United
States of America) in 1960. He had therefore
placed flasks of skin extracts on the labora-
tory benches. He then noted a fascinating
change in the social behaviour of his col-
leagues. Their mood became more relaxed
and they started to play bridge at lunchtime
(which they had never before done). He rea-
ched the end of that phase of his research and
put the flasks in the department freezer. The
bonhomie and games of bridge immediately
stopped. A few months later, when the flasks
were taken out again, the card playing resu-
med. Berliner made a mental note of this, but
was too involved in other research to follow
it up at the time. Then twenty five years later,
he remembered the phenomenon and thawed
out the “skin flasks” once more. To his utter
surprise, the bridge playing resumed and lab
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25. Nobel Prize winner Adolf Butenandt isolated the first
pheromone in 1959; he called it bombykol because he had
found it in the silk moth Bombyx mori.



lunchtimes became more relaxed once again.

He thought that this might well be a phero-
mone phenomenon and spoke about it to his
ENT colleague Luis Monti-Bloch (Fig. 26), who
investigated it with the development of his
electrovomeronasogram (EVG). He placed
three electrodes in the human nose – one on
the olfactory epithelium, in on the vomerona-
sal duct and a third (indifferent) electrode on
a control part of the nasal mucosa. He then
presented the subject with insufflated air
from the flasks containing Berliner’s skin ex-
tracts. The results were convincing (34).

The probes on the olfatory area and in the vo-
meronasal duct both showed recordable
bursts of microelectrical activity when chal-
lenged by the skin aroma, but not the indif-
ferent one on the control nasal mucous
membrane. Monti-Bloch therefore cited this
as evidence that the vomeronasal duct was an
accessory olfactory sense organ and named
the chemical stimulant in the skin flask, vo-
meropherin.

Didier Trotier, however – a non-clinical neu-
robiologist working in France stated very

clearly in 2011 that; The genes which code for
vomeronasal receptor proteins and the specific
ionic channels involved in the transduction
process are mutated and nonfunctional in hu-
mans (35).

Conclusion

The history of Jacobsen’s organ is circuitous
and fascinating. Ludwig Jacobsen (Fig. 27)
himself doubted that it served any useful pur-
pose in humans, but it would appear that
there is no final agreement. The jury is still
out. Indeed, people cannot even agree on how
it should be spelled.
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